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should be restricted. 
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Specifications

The BPI Lens Dryer is a system which filters warm air to dry lenses in seconds. Optional on/off  foot 
pedal, 115 v. or 220v. model
The BPI Production Lens Dryer is a high volume lens dryer with built in timer available in 115 or 220 volt 
model. Front switch allows for continuous drying.

For use only by qualified personnel in a laboratory environment. 
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HEIGHT WIDTH  LENGTH VOLTAGE WEIGHT  FUSE AMPERAGE

 8.75 in.

 22.22 cm  17.78 cm  19.05 cm 3.62 kg

7 in.  7.5  in.  8  lbs.  10 amps  2 amps 110v or 220v.

BPI Lens Dryer™

BPI Production Lens Dryer™

HEIGHT WIDTH  LENGTH VOLTAGE WEIGHT  FUSE AMPERAGE

 11.5 in.

 29.21 cm 45.72 cm  66.04  cm 13.6 kg

18 in.  26  in.  20 amps  4 amps 30  lbs.  110v or 220v.
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When unpacking your system, please check to ensure that no concealed damage occurred in transit.  If 
such is noted, save the shipping carton and immediately notify the shipping company's damage control 
inspector in your area so a claim may be processed.  Failure to do this may void any future claim and 
replacement.  Also, call BPI Customer Ser vice so arrangements for a replacement may be made.

Unpacking

Connect unit to a convenient outlet.  If unit came with optional foot pedal, connect the power supply of 
the unit to the foot pedal and the foot pedal to a convenient outlet.

Setting Up

For information about any BPI product and to order supplies, please give us a toll-free call at the number 
shown for your area.

Questions? Ordering...
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